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NEWS

I am delighted to be writing the cover of our 8th
newsletter and as excited as ever to be bringing
you the news of our expanding company. This
quarter has been particularly busy in terms of
charity and the Healy Foundation, a topic
explored in further detail by Anthony Healy on
page 6. I would like to congratulate our ‘It’s a
Knockout’ Team (pictured above), who finished
2nd in the event for Donna Louise Hospice.
Members of our Sales and Technical teams also
attended the biennial Emsland Symposium in
Germany this August. The symposiums always
present Healy Group with a fantastic opportunity
to network with our partners and extended
contacts from across the globe, discussing the
latest innovations and implementing plans for
future growth. Mark Powell reports on this
further in his article on page 4.

Back in April I was thrilled to be nominated for
Ireland’s Entrepreneur of The Year award. It
further reinforces how strong Healy Group has
become as a business, and it is an honour to be
recognised as a leading supplier within our
industry. Since then I have had the opportunity
to
meet
other
nominees throughout
Ireland, allowing us to
represent
Healy
Group and make
those
all-important
business connections.
I wish every finalist
the best of luck for the
upcoming awards.

Maurice Healy, CEO
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Healy Group Technical
Update with Paul Sheldrake
I believe we can truly say ‘gone’ are the days
when New Product Development used to have

‘Vegan cheese’ has also been an area of

a quiet period during the summer months.

increased focus. Our solutions have been

This year has been no exception and here at

developed around the functional attributes

the Healy Group we have continued to be busy

of the melting, setting, slicing and grating

focusing on a wide range of customer

characteristics of the product in the end

solutions.

application.

The theme of ‘gone’ has also been at the
forefront of much of the development activity
that we have seen in our solutions over the
summer. It is a reflection of the success and
follow-up interest we have received from our
Free From Workshop in July, which was very
well received by the great number of
attendees. (Please contact us if you were not
able to attend but want to know more.)

Quality improvements with the drive to be

‘free from’ also stimulates growth in this

Going, Going, Gone

market area, as well as changes in the
prices of dairy raw materials. From the
current low price base of dairy ingredients,

So what has ‘gone’? Everything...to make way

these commodities are starting to rise in

for a range of different Free-From solutions

price and we are seeing more requests to

for our customers!

move to the functional and cost-saving
solutions of our Healy Functional Cheese

Sugar is the big ‘gone’ as we continue to see

Blends. These offer stability, consistency

the number of solution requests increase to

and robust quality solutions for our

allow manufacturers to make reduced or no

customers.

added sugar claims. Even with the massive
popularity of the Great British Bake Off, sweet

This is an excellent area for innovation

baked goods are consistently at the top of the

opportunities. We are always looking to

sugar reduction list and are sure to be a

the next step / gap in the market, and in

growing market area. Healy Group’s solutions

the area of imitation and spreadable

are broad, flexible, and will meet the needs of

cheeses, this means being fully clean label

a range of applications.

and allergen-free.
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Flavour improvement whilst reducing salt and sugar levels continues to be of great interest to
producers of savoury goods. Demonstrating our range of ‘enhancers’ in this area has been very
well received by a range of customers who have asked to hear more about these brands and
products; umami-rich Kikkoman Soy Sauces, Kohjin’s high-strength Yeast Extracts (Ajirex,
Ajitop and Aromild), and natural sweetness and salt enhancers. These can offer highlyeffective solutions at low dosages in a range of savoury applications and sauces / dressings.

Reading about this is good research… but actually tasting them in your application is really
telling and helps you to understand how the above solutions can transform your products.
We want to show these to you so that you can taste and tell rather than just read and
research. Get in touch and transform your product today!

Gluten Free Solutions

If it’s not ‘gone’ then customers want more… in
particular vegetable based proteins and fibres. The
demand here is to continue the drive for

Gluten free solutions continue to be of

nutritionally balanced, natural and clean label

particular interest across a range of

solutions, that the Healy Group’s broad range of

segments, naturally within bakery but also

products and solutions can offer you.

in areas such as meat, coatings and dairy,
where the growth of the gluten free market

And finally, the Activa Worksop on Wednesday 16th

continues apace. Our range of functional

November – with the main focus being on how

potato, tapioca, pea, rice and maize

protein-protein binding and texturing can help

products,

starches,

improve your products in both dairy and meat/fish

proteins and fibres help form a great tool

applications. Ajinomoto’s technical experts will be

box for developing fantastic tasting gluten

on hand to demonstrate how to enhance texture,

free products.

increase yield, reduce cost and create great quality,

including

flours,

clean label products for the consumers. This is the
perfect opportunity to experience innovation and
inspiration at work.
Together this will help us to transform your
products because this is where your needs become
our focus.
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Emsland Group Symposium
Report with Mark Powell
The annual Emsland Group Symposium again
reunited
the
Emsland
Family
with
representatives attending from every corner
of the globe (pictured below). The main
talking points this year were the continuing
challenges within agriculture and the absolute
need to secure sustainable raw materials, as
well as consumer demand for healthy,
innovative products. Potatoes and Peas are
our key raw materials and competition is
fierce for a share of the available agricultural
land.

Continued Growth
Emsland are focused on ensuring that their co
-operative farmer/owners are committed to
the growing of potatoes for the long term. In
order to do this, they have to be closely
integrated in to the business and justly
rewarded. In regards to innovation, big
investment in R&D resource is paying off!
More information later in the article…
The keynote speech delivered by Mr Christian
Kemper (Group Sales Director) further

strategy is to focus on the food industry and
their delivery of the best quality potato
starches, fibres, flakes and granules into all
sectors of the market. Their functional cleanlabel starches are at the forefront of this
strategy, ensuring continued growth within a
food industry where the focus on natural, clean
-label ingredients has skyrocketed.

Protein Boom
The market for high-protein
products continues to surge, as
does
the
demand
for
alternative sources of protein.
According to Emsland, protein
has entered the mainstream as
consumers
view
proteinenriched snacks and goods as a
healthier choice. As a result of
this trend, orders for Empro
Pea Protein are expected to
exceed 2,500MT in 2017.

Pet food is another area of significant growth,
not just in Europe but worldwide. The driving
force for this trend is ‘pet mania’. People love
their pets and are prepared to spend more and
more on quality food and nutrition. Emsland’s
approach to the market is twofold; speciality
proteins and fibres such as Empro and Emfibre,
and commodity flakes and granules.
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Emden ET50’s ability to
replace
gelatine
in
confectionery is unmatched,
opening the door for
confectioners to create
vegan chewable sweets
and gums which offer
outstanding texture.

Of the new products that were discussed at
the symposium, Emden ET50 really stood out
(application demonstration pictured below).
Its ability to replace gelatine in confectionery
is unmatched, opening the door for
confectioners to create vegan/halal/kosher
chewable sweets and gums that offer
outstanding texture. Emden ET50 also
presents manufacturers with a highly costeffective alternative and can be used as a full
or partial replacement for gelatine and gums.

Pea starch is in high demand as it begins to
find its own niche. In the past pea has often
been viewed simply as a substitute for potato
starch in times of low supply. This is no longer
the case, as this high-amylose product has its
own unique place in a variety of specialised
product applications.

R&D plays a key part in Emsland’s growth strategy. Recent investments within the Technical
Innovation Centre includes installation of the latest state-of-the-art equipment such as a drum
dryer, dextrin cooker, pilot plant for stackable chips, FrymaKoruma and a pasteurisation / UHT line.
Emsland plan to at least double their current investment budget, in line with the world’s most
development-driven organisations in regards to percentage of turnover.
Through this dedication to investment, Emsland’s Clean-Label Modified Starch range is expanding.
‘Empure 2.0’ is currently under development with the aim of improving functionality in line with
traditional modified starches. The key areas for improvement are process and freeze/thaw
stability. The products are due to come onto the market in the coming months and we expect to
see high demand from our customers.
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A Knockout Quarter For Giving!
Our continued partnership with children’s
hospice The Donna Louise Trust saw Healy
Group team-up to compete in their charity
‘It’s a Knockout’ event this September. Our
aptly-named team “The Fit, the Fat and the
Elderly” finished 2nd out of more than 22
teams from all over the midlands. We’d like to
say a massive well done to all those who
participated in the event which raised over
£8,500 for the Hospice.
In our last issue we talked about our pledge
to give at least £10,000 to the hospice over a
3-year period, and I am delighted to
announce that we have already hit half of
that target! It is really humbling to see the
difference our donation makes to the children
and families that the hospice serve, and we
are incredibly proud to see our sponsorship
making a real difference.

It’s a Knockout September 16
The day kicked-off with a teamwork sack race
where our lack of coordination meant we sadly
jumped/tripped our way into last place. 2 more
disastrous events later and we were still seriously
lagging behind the other teams.
This where our team spirit and “never give up”
attitude came into play, fighting our way into first in
the three biggest events; the obstacle course
(pictured left), a bungee cord slip ‘n’ slide and
basketball. At the end of a long day we splashed
into second place (above) just one point behind
first, a fantastic outcome for such a great cause. We
can’t wait to do it all again next year!
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Culture of Giving
We are incredibly pleased that the culture of
giving is ingrained into every member of the
Healy Group team. It was a pleasure to hear
CEO Maurice Healy discuss these values on
UTV’s Entrepreneur of the Year programme,
where he reiterated his belief that the more
profitable the business, the more you are able
to give back to charities and local communities.

This month our Management Accountant
Sinead Dempsey has been raising money for
Our Lady’s Hospital, Ireland’s largest paediatric
hospital (www.olchc.ie/). The work Sinead does
each year is really important to this already
crowded hospital, as it helps them provide and
expand on much-needed services for children,
including therapy for premature babies,
emergency care for critically-injured children
and medical research for a range of conditions.
Helped by Food Technician Weronika Kamler,
Sales Manager Naomi Bourner has also been
raising money this month by cooking and selling
a range of sweet treats for Macmillan’s
“World’s Biggest Coffee Morning”. Raising close
to £300 Naomi’s contribution will help
Macmillan to provide medical, emotional,
practical and financial support, as well as
campaigning for better cancer care

As many of you are aware, disaster has
struck Haiti again this month. As a sponsor
of the Haven Partnership it is incredibly sad
to see the community devastated by
Hurricane Matthew. Much of Haven’s hard
work in rebuilding communities and
providing shelter has come under strain
once again, and they are in greater need
than ever of donations and support (visit
www.havenpartnership.com to see how you
can help).
In addition to our regular donations,
Maurice Healy intends to revisit Haiti in the
coming months, picking up on his previous
voluntary work in the area (pictured above).

Our Responsibility
As we look forward to Christmas it is more
important than ever to recognise the
responsibility we have as businesses to help
those less fortunate. Our commitment to
philanthropy only grows stronger as our
business expands.
This quarter we are proud to have
supported many charities and worthy
causes through the donation of over
€15,000, including East Midlands Air
Ambulance, The Laura Centre, Steps, Reach
Out and The Irish Chamber Orchestra.
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Group News
Expanding Team &
Services
In the next few weeks we are pleased to be
welcoming two new staff members to work in
our sales and warehousing teams. After the
successful integration of two of our previous
apprentices (Jade Butcher and Samual
Bambrough) we are looking forward to growing
our numbers through the training and support
of these local school-leavers.

warehousing facilities (pictured below) have
recently seen a huge increase in demand for
third party storage. We are now storing over
1000% more pallets for local companies, a
tenfold increase from January 2016.
In addition to the dedicated service provided by
our staff, our warehouses are accredited to BRC
standards and hold organic certification, giving
companies peace-of-mind that their goods will
be handled and stored with care. If you are
looking for third party storage in the
Leicestershire or Dublin areas, please contact
your local office on the numbers below.

We will introduce you to the new members of
our team in January’s Issue 9. These new
employees couldn’t come at a better time,
where the expansion of our business and
services is at an all-time high. Thanks to the
hard work and outstanding service delivered by
staff in our warehouse teams, Healy Group’s

HCL House, 2nd Avenue, Cookstown
Industrial Estate, Tallaght, Dublin 24
Tel: +353 (0)1404 9200
Interlink Way West, Bardon Industrial Estate,
Bardon Hill, Leicestershire, LE67 1HH
Tel:+44 (0)1530 830 111
Room 719, Huaihai China Tower, no. 885
Renmin Road, HuangPu District, Shanghai
200010, China
Tel: +86 (0)2153 520 867
Spoortstraat 155, 6591 GT, Gennep,
Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 485 346 799
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